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From the Editor...

Welcome to the Summer 2010 edition of Dispute Resolutions, the quarterly
newsletter of the TBA Dispute Resolution Section. Because we have so much
great “stuff” in this edition, I won’t wait waste space with a long
introduction. See the list of articles on the right and enjoy – there’s
something for everyone. Our next edition is scheduled for October. Let me
know if you would like to contribute.

Mark Travis 
Editor, Dispute Resolutions 
mtravis@travisadr.com

Greetings from the New Section Chair, Bob Arrington

The Dispute Resolution Section is off to a good start for 2010-2011. It all
begins with Continuing Legal Education, and the Section has three webcasts
planned for this coming August.

On August 4, Linda Warren Seely and Leigh Ann Roberts will talk about how
to deal with emotion in mediation, with emphasis on applying techniques
perfected in family mediation to business, estate, and employment cases.

On August 11, Stephen Shields and Earl Schwartz will present a program on
how to prepare for mediation aimed primarily at litigators and general
practitioners. It will cover pre-mediation submissions, opening statements,
and how to prepare the client.

Finally, on August 18, Ken Jackson and I will teach “Arbitration 101”. How is
a case “filed” in arbitration? What happens next? How do you pick an
arbitrator? Can you get discovery? How? What rules of evidence apply? How
do you get an award confirmed? How can you contest an award? This
program also is designed to help lawyers in an important part of ADR.

On February 18, 2011, the TBA’s Annual ADR Forum will convene at the
Tennessee Bar Center in Nashville. The program has yet to be determined,
and suggestions for CLE at the forum are welcome. Please e-mail your
thoughts to Christy Gibson at the TBA (cgibson@tnbar.org) by July 31.

And always feel free to contact your section chair at
rarrington@wilsonworley.com with your feedback. I’d like to have it!

Robert L. Arrington
Wilson Worley Moore Gamble & Stout, P.C.
423.723.0402
rarrington@wwmgs.com

Who Wants To Be A Mediator?

by Mark Travis

In my attempts to stay abreast of interesting articles in the field of dispute
resolution, I ran across a great article in the ABA Dispute Resolution
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Magazine from Spring 2010. As many of our members may not be ABA DR
Section members, and/or don’t have time to read all the mediation articles
which flood our respective mailboxes, let me give you the short version of
this article.

The article is entitled “Who Wants To Be A Mediator?” Most all of us know
the answer to that question – “I do”. However, it’s not that easy, with Rule
31 trainings continue to spew out mediators like crazy. The article was
written by long-time mediators Stephen Goldberg from Chicago and Margaret
Shaw of New York. The article surveyed 31 mediators who began mediating
in the 1970’s and 1980’s and have remained active in the field. The
mediators surveyed had practice expertise in a wide variety of traditional
mediation arenas such as employment, construction, commercial,
community, and public policy. Slightly over half (16) were lawyers. The
following is a list of the areas surveyed and a summary of the responses.

Why One Might Want to be a Mediator: The responses to the question about
why the mediators had remained in the profession should encourage anyone
thinking about entering the field. Many mediators pointed out that they
enjoy the wide variety of people and situations with which they become
involved. “Every day and every case is different”. Terms such as “dynamic”,
“fresh” and “challenging” were used by respondents. Some mediators
mentioned the ability to help people come up with solutions, and the sense
of satisfaction that comes with that. Also, many mediators stated that they
found the work socially valuable.

The Challenges of Becoming an Established Mediator: Most mediators in the
survey observed that in order to become established in the field, you must
be very, very patient. Some said three to five years, while one mediator
said it could take ten years for a mediator to develop a practice where high
hourly fees could be charged. Goldberg noted that the reason for this is
that mediation is usually provided by neutrals practicing alone with no
apprenticeship opportunities that allow younger neutrals to learn the trade
and develop a clientele. He also observed that mediation, even more than
lawyering, tends to be viewed as a hands-on skill, so that work is not easily
transferred from a senior mediator to a junior mediator, as you might
otherwise see in a law firm from senior partner to associate. Nevertheless,
some mediators pointed out that there are several other mediation-type
opportunities outside the normal professional practice, such as with
government agencies, human resource departments, or nonprofits, and that
the novice needs to think of the field broadly in those terms.

What Background Do You Need to Succeed As a Mediator?: At least in those
cases which arise in the purely legal context, and since most users making
the selection of the mediator are lawyers, most lawyer-mediators obviously
agree that a law degree is a necessary ingredient. Beyond that, some
suggested that litigation experience was necessary. In any case, subject
matter expertise in the area to be mediated is essential. On the other hand,
some experienced mediators pointed that in some areas considered not as
“legal” in nature, a law degree or practice is not as essential. Examples
would be in the area of education, health care, and family or domestic
disputes.

What Else is Key?: There was general agreement among the mediators that
the keys to becoming skilled are training, mentoring, and practice. Even if
it’s only voluntary pro bono work, experience in the process is the only way
to practice mediation skills and understand your abilities as a mediator.

Combining Roles as Mediator and Advocate: Some of the more seasoned
mediators expressed some doubt about the lawyer’s ability to play mediator
and advocate, even if not in the same case. They noted that the more
experienced one becomes as a mediator, the greater the challenge of being
able to separate the two roles. Of course, mediators did recognize that this
may be the only avenue to make the gradual transition to full-time
mediation work.

And finally….

Mediation As a Second Career: The mediators agreed that the transition to
full-time mediation is easiest for former judges. For practicing lawyers, the
mediators pointed out that it is critical that the lawyer be known as one
who treated adversaries fairly, honestly, and with respect as an advocate.
The mediators did caution that mediation may not be best option simply
because the attorney is “burned out” and wants to “slow down”. One
mediator put it this way: “To the burned-out lawyer, I say this is not for
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burned out people….Being a mediator is really hard work, and I don’t care
how old or great a lawyer you are, you need training, and you need to
show that you have something to bring to the table. So just the fact that
you are tired of litigating doesn’t mean you’re going to be good at this. You
can’t just march right into it…. [P]reparation, experience, and training, you
need all of it”. [Emphasis mine].

To me, I think that last point sums it all up.

Lessons from Employment Arbitrations in the Securities
Industry

by Mark Travis

The arbitration of employment disputes has been the subject of intense
debate in recent years. Supporters of the process maintain that arbitration
provides a faster and cheaper way of resolving employment disputes than
litigation. On the other hand, opponents argue that arbitration is not an
adequate substitute for a judicial forum because it does not provide a level
playing field, since employers enjoy an unfair advantage over inexperienced
employees (the so-called “repeat player effect”). Opponents also suggest
that mandatory arbitration undermines the development of public law for
civil rights as arbitration is a confidential process with limited judicial
review. These criticisms are addressed in the Arbitration Fairness Act,
currently pending but stalled in Congress. Of course, our own Dispute
Resolution Section worked extremely hard to develop a policy statement
concerning the proposed legislation.

In the most recent edition of the Dispute Resolution Journal, published by
the American Arbitration Association (AAA), noted academics from the
Cornell University Scheinman Institute on Conflict Resolution addressed
these concerns in a study from the securities industry. The securities
industry was chosen for the study, because our contemporary arbitration
system for employment disputes can be traced to processes which had their
genesis in that industry. Indeed, one of the most notable cases upholding
the use of mandatory arbitration agreements in employment came from the
securities industry, Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S. 20
(1991).

The article reports results from 3,200 arbitration awards from the Financial
Industry Regulatory Authority (FINRA), and its predecessor, the National
Association of Securities Dealers (NASD), during the period 1986-2008. FINRA
is the largest independent regulator of securities firms in the United States.
It administers an arbitration program for disputes arising between securities
firms, brokers, and customers. The employment disputes arising under the
program between brokerage firms and employees comprise about 23% of
FINRA’s caseload.

Before analyzing the findings from this study, it should probably be noted
that mandatory arbitration was required under the FINRA plan from 1986-
1999. Beginning in 1999, the Securities and Exchange Commission approved
the industry’s request to make arbitration of employment discrimination
claims voluntary.

GENERAL FINDINGS:
Types of Claims: 
     • 28% involved claims by employees for compensation allegedly denied
by the employer.
     • 27.4% were claims of defamation against the employer.
     • 17.1% involved claims of statutory discrimination.
     • 13.5% represented claims of wrongful termination.
     • 8.4% involved alleged breach of contract.

Size of Monetary Awards: 
     • In 61% of the cases, the arbitrator issued an award to the employee in
an amount greater than zero. 
     • The average award was $146,000. However, this is somewhat
“skewed” by the fact that there were a handful of very large awards. The
10 largest awards accounted for 22% of the total combined dollars awarded
and the 20 largest awards accounted for 30% of the total combined dollars
awarded.
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Timeliness of Proceedings:
     • The average elapsed time between filing the complaint and issuance
of the award was 513 days, or about 17 months. 
     • Within that period, the average time between hearing and final award
was 110 days, or a little over four months. 
     • The average number of hearing days was 3.7.
     • These figures compare favorably with a recent study cited in the
article relative to the time from filing of a complaint in federal court
through trial, which indicated 709 days, or nearly two years. (This, of
course, would depend on the particulars of the federal district court in
question).
     • This is somewhat less favorable than a recent study of AAA
employment arbitrations, finding an average of 332 days from filing to
award – about 11 months.

ANALYSIS OF FINDINGS:
The Repeat Player Effect:
     • Approximately 19% of all FINRA awards involved the same five
securities firms, in this order: (1) Prudential; (2) Merrill Lynch; (3)
Citigroup; (4) A.G. Edwards; (5) PriceWaterhouseCoopers. 
     • The top five firms as a group “won” about 39% of the cases. (An
employer “win” was defined as any award in which the arbitrator issued
nothing to the employee).
     • The top ten firms, representing 30% of all cases, had a win rate of
46.7%. The win rate for all other firms was 35%.

Mandatory vs. Voluntary Arbitration: 
     • From 1986-1999, (during mandatory arbitration) there were an average
of 22 discrimination awards per year. The average award during that period
was $66,405.
     • From 2000-2008, (after arbitration became voluntary) there were an
average of only 6 discrimination awards per year. The average award during
that period increased to $183,728.

Protection of Civil Rights:
     • The authors were unable to find any reported cases dealing with
unconscionability arising out of a FINRA arbitration case. They observed that
FINRA rules are designed to be fair and avoid the taint of unconscionability. 
     • The authors also reported having reviewed a large sample of awards
and were unable to locate any where an arbitrator or panel had failed to
give due regard to claims of employment discrimination.
     • Finally, the authors addressed the question of whether FINRA
arbitrators who decide workplace disputes have the requisite skills,
experience, and qualifications to decide statutory discrimination claims. The
authors observed that in 1999, the NASD had addressed this issue by
introducing stricter qualification requirements including standardized
training and testing.

In conclusion, the authors noted that the study did not deal with all the
criticisms of mandatory arbitration, but hoped that the study had shed
additional light on the validity of the more noted criticisms of the process.
This reader, for one, found this information indeed illuminating.

Status of the Franken Amendment - Prohibiting
Mandatory Employment Arbitration for Federal Defense
Contractors.

by Mark Travis

On May 19, 2010, The Department of Defense issued an interim rule
("Restrictions on the Use of Mandatory Arbitration Agreements")
implementing section 8116 of the Department of Defense Appropriations Act
for FY 2010, also known as the “Franken Amendment”. The rule prohibits
the use of funds appropriated or otherwise made available by the Act for
any contract in excess of $1 million, if the contractor requires its employees
to arbitrate claims under Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964; or torts
related to or arising out of sexual assault or harassment, including assault
and battery, intentional infliction of emotional distress, false imprisonment,
or negligent hiring, supervision, or retention.

Although the rule applies to federal contractors and subcontractors at any



tier, the Department of Defense explains that the term "contractor" is
narrowly applied only to the entity that has the contract. Accordingly,
unless a parent or subsidiary corporation is a party to the contract, it is not
affected. The rule also does not apply to contracts for the acquisition of
commercial items, including commercially available off-the-shelf items.

The interim rule is effective immediately. After June 17, 2010, contractors
must certify (by signature on the contract) compliance by subcontractors.
The Secretary of Defense may waive applicability to a particular contract or
subcontract, if determined necessary to avoid harm to national security.
Comments on the rule will be received through July 19, 2010.

Mark C. Travis is a member of the Labor & Employment Law, and Dispute
Resolution Sections of the American and Tennessee Bar Associations, and a
past chair of the latter. He serves as the Director of the Tennessee Labor-
Management Center and is a contract mediator for the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission and the American Arbitration Association. He can
be reached at mtravis@travisadr.com.

ADR Caselaw Update

by Marnie Huff

Federal Cases:

A. U.S. Supreme Court

High Court decides Rent-A-Center

Rent-A-Center, West, Inc. v. Jackson, No. 09–497, 561 U.S. ___ (June 21,
2010), an employment discrimination case, implicates First Options
“gateway” and Pima Paint “severability” concepts. Respondent employee
signed a separate, pre-dispute arbitration agreement as a condition of
employment with Petitioner employer. The text of the agreement clearly
and unmistakably stated that the arbitrator had exclusive authority to
decide whether the agreement was enforceable. In response to the
employer’s motion to compel arbitration, the employee asserted that the
arbitration agreement was unenforceable due to unconscionability. In a 5-4
decision, the U.S. Supreme Court acknowledged the factual difference in
Prima Paint, Buckeye and Preston where “arbitration provisions” were
contained in contracts unrelated to arbitration. Id. at 8. Nevertheless, an
unconscionability attack here on the contract as a whole (even though the
entire contract was itself an arbitration agreement) is an issue for the
arbitrator, not the courts. Id. at 8. The Court faulted the employee for
failing to challenge, pursuant to Section 2 of the Federal Arbitration Act,
the precise “written provisions” in the arbitration agreement that
constituted a delegation of authority to the arbitrator. Id. at 7-9. In the
courts below, the employee attacked the contract as a whole, not the
precise provision delegating jurisdiction to the arbitrator. Id. at 9-11. The
Court declined to consider a new argument, not raised below, that the
provision giving the arbitrator jurisdiction over gateway issues was now
substantively unconscionable because the provision’s quid pro quo, that the
employee would receive “‘plenary post-arbitration review’” was eliminated
by the Hall case. Id. at 12. Justice Stevens noted in his dissent that the
arbitration agreement is “one part of the broader employment agreement
between the parties.” Rent-A-Center, dissent slip op. at 2. In his view, “a
general revocation challenge to a stand-alone arbitration agreement is,
invariably, a challenge to the ‘making’ of the arbitration itself . . . and
therefore, under Prima Paint, must be decided by the Court.” Id. at 10.

Court Addresses Class Arbitration

In Stolt-Nielsen S.A. v. AnimalFeeds Int’l Corp., 559 U.S. ___ (2010), the
U.S. Supreme Court held that, when parties to a contract with an
arbitration clause have not agreed to authorize class arbitration of disputes,
imposing class arbitration is not consistent with the Federal Arbitration Act.
The Court concluded that the arbitration panel in the case exceeded its
powers by imposing its own policy choice regarding class arbitration, The
arbitration panel erroneously thought Green Tree Financial Corp. v. Bazzle,
539 U.S. 444 required an arbitrator (not a court) to decide whether a
contract permits class arbitration when, in fact, Bazzle involved a plurality
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decision. It also incorrectly thought Bazzle established a rule to be applied
in deciding the class arbitration question. The Court determined that "a
party may not be compelled under the FAA to submit to class arbitration
unless there is a contractual basis for concluding that the party agreed to
do so." Stolt-Nielsen, slip op. at 20. Because of the significant differences
between an agreement to arbitrate a single dispute between parties to a
single contract and an agreement to a class arbitration, "[a]n implicit
agreement to authorize class-action arbitration . . . is not a term that the
arbitrator may infer solely from the fact of the parties' agreement to
arbitrate. Id. at 21. The Court declined to decide whether the "manifest
disregard" standard survived its decision in Hall Street Associates, LLC v.
Mattel, Inc., 552 U.S. 576 (2008), as an independent ground for review or as
a judicial gloss on the FAA's enumerated grounds for vacating an arbitration
award.

Court to Decide FAA Preemption Issue; Lower Court Held Arbitration
Clause Barring Class Actions Was Unconscionable under State Law

The U.S. Supreme Court granted cert in AT&T Mobility LLC v. Concepcion,
No. 09-893 (U.S. May 24, 2010). The case concerns whether the Federal
Arbitration Act (FAA) preempts state unconscionability law. The question
presented is: “Whether the Federal Arbitration Act preempts states from
conditioning the enforcement of an arbitration agreement on the availability
of particular procedures — here, class-wide arbitration — when those
procedures are not necessary to ensure that the parties to the arbitration
agreement are able to vindicate their claims.” As stated in the lower court’s
decision, Laster v. Conception, the case “involves a class action claim that
a telephone company’s offer of a ‘free’ phone to anyone who signs up for
its service is fraudulent to the extent the phone company charges the new
subscriber sales tax on the retail value of each ‘free’ phone.” AT&T Mobility
demanded that the plaintiffs submit their claims to individual arbitration,
under the contracts’ arbitration clause, which requires arbitration but bars
class actions. The 9th Circuit held that the class action waiver clause was
unconscionable under California law and the FAA did not preempt California
unconscionability law.

B. Sixth Circuit

In Export-Import Bank of the United States, v. Advanced Polymer Sciences,
Inc., et al, No. 09-3414 (6th Cir. May 5, 2010), Export-Import Bank of the
United States (“Ex-Im”), was assignee and holder of a promissory note and
guaranties which included an arbitration provision and a confession of
judgment clause. Ex-Im filed suit and obtained judgment against the
guarantors. In their motion to vacate the judgment, the guarantors asserted,
among other things, that because federal law favors arbitration, the
confession of judgment clause conflicted with and must give way to the
arbitration provision; otherwise the arbitration clause would be functionally
useless. The Court of Appeals ruled in favor of Ex-Im, holding that the
“arbitration provision does not facially conflict with the confession of
judgment provision, so the guaranties are not fatally ambiguous.” Slip op. at
9.

II. Tennessee State Court Cases:

Case of First Impression in Tennessee: Pre-Dispute Contractual Waiver of
Jury Trial Upheld, Even Though There Was No Enforceable Arbitration
Agreement

In Gregory Poole v. Union Planters Bank, N.A., M2009-01507-COA-R3-CV
(Tenn. Ct. App. April 8, 2010), a case of first impression, the Court of
Appeals upheld enforcement of a pre-dispute contractual waiver of the right
to a jury trial where there was no enforceable arbitration agreement. The
plaintiff truck driver signed a note and 2 other documents that included a
jury trial waiver. In a suit to recover damages incurred due to the bank's
failure to timely provide a copy of a certificate of title, the defendant bank
moved to compel arbitration and to strike the plaintiff's jury demand. The
trial court declined to compel arbitration but granted the motion to strike
the jury demand. Regarding one of the issues on appeal, the Court of
Appeals adopted the majority view of state courts that there is no state
constitutional or statutory bar to enforcement of pre-dispute jury-waiver
provisions. Such pre-dispute provisions are not against public policy, are not
inconsistent with Tenn. R. Civ. P. 39.01, need not be raised as a Tenn. R.
Civ. P. 8.03 affirmative defense, and may be enforced on the eve of trial.
Declining to decide who has the burden of proof, the court further held that
the plaintiff’s waiver was a knowing waiver, regardless of which party had
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the burden of proof. Copy of opinion at
www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/pooleg_040810.pdf

Mediation Agreement Not Enforced; Mediation Confidentiality Not
Discussed

In the Matter of Shelby R. and Sydnee R., No. W2009-01172-COA-R3-CV
(Tenn. Ct. App. May 18, 2010), the maternal grandparents and father agreed
to the grandparents having emergency temporary custody of the children.
Subsequently, the trial court enforced a mediation agreement signed by the
father and grandparents, and awarded custody to the grandparents. The
Court of Appeals reversed and remanded because the father had not
knowingly waived his superior parental rights, given the following
circumstances: (1) the same attorney represented the father and the
maternal grandparents at the mediation; (2) during the mediation, the
father expressed concern that he might not want to proceed with the
mediation; (3) the attorney stated he thought a conflict of interest had
arisen and asked that the mediation be terminated; (4) instead, the father
and grandparents met alone in a separate room, returned crying, and said
they were “still on the same page;” (5) the parties signed a mediation
agreement that provided that the grandparents would “retain” custody
(interpreted by the Court to mean continued joint custody by the
grandparents and father), but the father thought this was only until the end
of the school year; 6) the attorney’s explanation to the father centered
around legal ramifications of an order being entered, not the consequences
of signing a mediation agreement; and 7) after the mediation, the father
refused to sign a proposed consent order. The Court of Appeals opinion does
not discuss whether the parties had agreed to confidentiality of the
mediation. Copy of opinion at
www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/shelbyr_051810.pdf.

Fraud in Inducement Claim To Be Arbitrated, Not Decided by Court,
Under Arbitration Agreement’s Terms

In Franke Elliott, et al. v. Icon in the Gulch, LLC, No. M2009-01554-COA-
R3-CV (Tenn. Ct. App. May 19, 2010) purchasers of pre-construction
condominium units sued for rescission of their contracts to purchase the
units. The plaintiff developer filed a motion to compel mediation and/or
arbitration pursuant to the contracts. Reversing the trial court’s denial of
the motion and remanding the case, the Court of Appeals held that contract
formation issues are not excluded from the agreement to arbitrate provision
in the parties’ contracts. Tennessee law prohibits arbitration of contract
formation issues, including fraud in the inducement allegations, while the
Federal Arbitration Act (FAA) permits arbitration of such issues if agreed to
in the parties’ contract. Here, the contract’s choice of law provision stated
that Tennessee law governed, but the contract also expressly provided that
the FAA applied. Under these circumstances, the contract is not ambiguous:
issues of substantive law will be determined by Tennessee law, but contract
formation issues will be governed by the FAA. The facts in the case are
closer to those in Taylor v. Butler, 142 S.W.3d 277 (Tenn. 2004), rather
than Frizzell Construction Co., Inc. v. Gatlinburg, LLC, 9 S.W. 3d 79 (Tenn.
1999) and Hubert v. Turnberry Homes, LLC, No. M2005-00955-COA-R3-CV,
2006 WL 2843449 (Tenn. Ct. App. Oct. 4, 2006). Copy of opinion at
http://www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/elliottf_052010.pdf

Nursing home’s vague motion to stay proceedings results in dismissal of
appeal

In Allison J. Person, as Administratrix of the Estate of Effie J. Wooten,
Deceased, et al. v. Kindred Healthcare, Inc., d/b/a Primacy Healthcare and
Rehabilitation Center, et al, No. M2009-01918-COA-R3-CV (Tenn. Ct. App.
May 7, 2010), the administrator for decedent patient’s estate sued a nursing
home. The trial court denied the nursing home's motion to dismiss or, in the
alternative, for summary judgment. The trial court found the decedent was
not competent to execute the power of attorney pursuant to which the
decedent's daughter had signed an arbitration agreement. The Court of
Appeals held that it lacked subject matter jurisdiction to hear this
interlocutory appeal. In its motion in the trial court, the defendant had
moved to stay “proceedings not relevant to the validity and enforceability of
the alternative dispute resolution agreement at issue,” but failed to move to
compel arbitration pursuant to TCA § 29-5-303. Rejecting the nursing
home’s suggestion that the Court look to the “substance” of the motion to
dismiss, the Court held that the appeal does not fall under the provisions of
TCA § 29-5-319 (permitting immediate appeals of orders denying motions to
arbitrate). Copy of opinion at
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http://www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/persona_050710.pdf.

Arbitration Agreement with Nursing Home Unconscionable

In Lula McGregor, et al. v. Christian Care Center of Springfield, L.L.C., No.
M2009-01008-COA-R3-CV (Tenn. Ct. App. April 29, 2010), a patient was in a
great deal of pain and under medication when she signed a nursing home
admission agreement. The agreement included an arbitration agreement that
allowed revocation within 30 days, but the patient never received a copy of
the agreement. She fell and broke her ankle and sued the nursing home.
The trial court denied the nursing home’s motion to compel arbitration,
holding that the arbitration agreement was a contract of adhesion and it
would be unconscionable to enforce it. On appeal pursuant to TCA § 29-5-
319, the Court of Appeals agreed the arbitration agreement was a contract
of adhesion and substantively unconscionable. The patient, who was on
Medicare and Medicaid, had no real alternative to this nursing home which
presented the contract on a “take it or leave it” basis. The contract terms
favored the nursing home by giving it a judicial forum of any claims it might
have against the patient, while requiring arbitration of all patient claims.
Copy of opinion at
www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/mcgregorl_043010.pdf.

Quasi-Judicial Immunity

Rule 31 provides for judicial immunity of an ADR neutral, if the neutral’s
activity is in the course of a Rule 31 ADR proceeding: “Activity of Rule 31
Neutrals in the course of Rule 31 ADR proceedings shall be deemed the
performance of a judicial function and for such acts Rule 31 Neutrals shall
be entitled to judicial immunity.” Tenn. S. Ct. R. 31, Section 12. “Rule 31
ADR Proceedings” are defined as “proceedings initiated by the court
pursuant to this Rule, including ‘Case Evaluations’, ‘Mediations’, ‘Judicial
Settlement Conferences’, ‘Non-Binding Arbitrations’, ‘Summary Jury Trials’,
‘Mini-Trials’, or other similar proceedings.” Tenn. S. Ct. R. 31, Section 2(n).
Some mediators who engage in private mediations (not ordered by a court)
include an immunity clause in their contracts with the parties.

Mediators may want to review cases involving the scope of quasi-judicial
immunity, such as Charles E. Jackson III v. Metropolitan Government of
Nashville et al., No. M2009-01970-COA-R3-CV (Tenn. Ct. App. June 7,
2010). In Jackson the Court of Appeals rejected the claims of a probationer
who argued that his probation officer was not entitled to quasi-judicial
immunity. The Court of Appeals agreed with the trial court’s decision that
the defendant was acting in her capacity as plaintiff’s probation officer
when she failed to recall an arrest warrant, was performing a function
essential to the judicial process, and had no discretion but to recall the
warrant. The Court distinguished the case, Miller v. Niblack, 942 S.W.2d 533
(Tenn. Ct. App. 1996) (holding that paternity test lab hired by court was not
entitled to quasi-judicial immunity; under contract with court, there was no
discretion as to which tests to perform or order for performing them, and
test results were not subject to different interpretation). Copy of opinion at
www.tba2.org/tba_files/TCA/2010/jacksonc_060810.pdf.

ADR Caselaw Update is by Marnie Huff, a past Chair of the TBA Dispute
Resolution Section and Co-Chair of the ABA DR Section Ethics Committee.
Huff’s ADR practice is in Nashville.

 

NOTICE: The information available in this newsletter includes basic legal
information and is not a substitute for legal advice or professional
alternative dispute resolution advice. The information is provided for
general information only. It should not be considered legal advice or other
professional advice. You should consult an attorney if you have questions
concerning any specific situation.
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